
RELATIONS AMONG STIEFEL WHITNEY CLASSES

ROBERT E. STONG

The object of this paper is to consider the problems: What are the

relations among the Whitney classes of all manifolds of dimension w?

In other words, which aEH*iBO, Z2) have the property that

aiM") = 0 for all n-dimensional manifolds.

For a connected manifold Mn, we denote by Im the kernel of the

homomorphism r*:H*iBO, Z2)-^H*iMn, Z2) induced by the classify-

ing map for the tangent bundle of Mn.

If M and N are connected ra-dimensional manifolds, and if we form

the connected sum [2 ] of M and N, which will be denoted M # N,

then in dimensions between 0 and n, the cohomology of M # N can

be decomposed into the direct sum of the cohomology of M and

that of N. Further, this decomposition is compatible with the maps

from H*{BO, Z2). Thus, in dimensions between 0 and n, Im*n

= ImT\In-

To decrease the ideal associated with a manifold, it is then reason-

able to form the connected sum with another manifold. This process

will be used to show:

Theorem. There is no relation of dimension less than or equal to the

integral part of n/2 among the Whitney classes of all manifolds of di-

mension n.

This result has also been obtained by an entirely different method

by E. H. Brown, Jr. [l].
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Proof of the Theorem. Let M2k -=#<«•,.•••..,)6i« RP^X • • •

XRP2a, be the connected sum over all elements of the set of parti-

tions of the integer k of the products of even dimensional real projec-

tive spaces.

(1) It suffices to show that for each k, r* : HkiBO, Z2)-^HkiMu, Z2)

is a monomorphism.

Let ceEHmiBO, Z2) with aiM) = 0 for all manifolds M of dimension

n, and suppose w= [n/2]. If n = 2k, let Mn = M2k\ if n = 2k+l, let

Mn = M2kXS1. Then m^k, and so T%ia-wk-m) =TMia)-T^im-m) = 0.
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If n = 2k, this makes a -Wk-m = 0, forr* is assumed monic. If n = 2k+l,

w(M2kXSl)=w(M2k)®w(S1)=w(M2k)®l in H*(M2kXS\ Z2), so

T%ia-Wk-m)=T*iccWk-m)®l. Since T* is assumed monic, this also

gives a -Wk-m = 0. Since H*iBO, Z2) is a polynomial algebra over Z2,

it has no divisors of zero and hence a = 0.

(2) Let M2k denote the disjoint union U(ai,...,or)6x(i) RP^X • • •

XRPza,. The cohomology of M2k is the direct sum of the algebras

H*iRP2a^X • • • XRPüo,, Z2) whose structure is well known. The

Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows that HkiMn, Z2) is isomorphic to

HkiM2k, Z2) under an isomorphism <b such that

E"iBO, Z,)^ H\M 2*, Z2)

\*       I*
H^Mn, Z2)

commutes.

Define a homomorphism fi: HkiBO, Z2)-^H2k(M2k, Z2) by

HkiBO, Z2) -^ HkiM2k, Z2)

Sqk p I Sq"

H2kiBO, Z2) -^ H2kiMn, Z2).

Since ü = Sqk • f* = Sqk • <p • t*, it will suffice to show that fl is an

isomorphism.

(3) Consider the elements w,EH*iBO, Z2) as the ith elementary

symmetric functions o-¡ of variables ta. For each partition (*i, • • • , ir)

in 7t(¿), we define 5(,,,...,<r)(o*i, • • • , crk) to be the symmetric func-

tion H% • • • ft. As is well known, the functions 5w(r/i, • • • , <Tk) for

uEirik) form an additive basis for the symmetric functions in the t's

which are homogeneous of degree k. Thus the elements 5u(wi, • • • , Wk)

for uEtrik) form an additive basis of HkiBO, Z2). (See [3].)

For each to=(¿i, • • • , ir)Eirik), let 2w=(2ii, • • • , 2ir)E^i2k),

and let RP2u = RP2ilX • ■ • XRP2ir. Considering H2k(M2k, Z2) as

H@H2kiRP2a, Z2), it will then suffice to show that the matrix

\\Sqk-f*saiRP2Z)\\a,zer(k)

over Zj is nonsingular, in order to show that ß is an isomorphism.

(4) Since Sqkf* = f*Sqk, we consider the elements Sqksa

EH2k(BO, Z2). Since s„EHk(BO, Z2),

Sqksu = Sqks(il,...,ir) = (5(<1......r))2 = (E'î' • " h)

E«l «»'r
<1     • •  • tr     = 52«.
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Thus the matrix ||Sg*f*"„(2?P2*>)||M, erm can be considered as a sub-

matrix of

||f%(ÄFx)||X,p6r(tt).

Now the element

r%(2cPx) - r*s¿RPh X • • • X RPb,),

-     E        f*s,xiRPt) ® • • • ®r*»«(ÍPO.

and so f*sl¡iRP\)=0 unless ¡i refines X. (See [3].) Putting a total

order on the set 7r(2£), compatible with the relation £o = w if « is a

refinement of «, makes the matrix ||f*s/1(i?Px)|| a triangular matrix.

Hence also ||Sg*í*Sa,(i?P2¿;)|| is triangular and has diagonal elements

{f*i„(JLPto)}.

If o> = (<*i, • • • , ar), this becomes

y***,CRPto) = f*itol(ÄPfcl) ® • • • ® f*Ji.r(ÄPi.O.

Since w(i?P20l,) = (l+a)2op+1, for czEHKRPta,, Z2), w^RP^j can

be considered as the ith elementary symmetric function in the 2a„+l

variables a, • • • , a. Thus

f*S2ariRP2ar)   =   Z (a)*",

= (2a, + l)a2«,,

= a2"»,

and so

f S2u(RP2a) = ax     ®   ■  •  •  ® OLr   ,

which when considered as a Whitney number is 1.

This means that the matrix ||Sg*f*su(.RP2(;)|| is triangular, with all

diagonal entries having value 1, and hence this makes the matrix

nonsingular, completing the proof of the theorem.
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